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Post-Breeders Crown battle for year-end honors
Ariana G, Hannelore Hanover and Manchego lead the way
in the battle for Horse of the Year

EDITOR’S EYE
By Derick Giwner
@DRFHarness
With the Breeders Crown now in the rearview mirror and just four weeks of stakes
racing on the road ahead, the time is come
to ponder the yearly question: Who will win
Horse of the year and each divisional title?
It is arguably a three-horse girls-only race
for Horse of the Year between Ariana G,
Hannelore Hanover and Manchego. Before
proceeding, let’s look at the contenders statistically.
Horse
Record
2017 Earnings
Ariana G
15-12-2-1
$1,123,690
Major Wins: Hambletonian Oaks, Breeders Crown
Hannelore Hanover 16-9-5-0
$952,879
Major Wins: Maple Leaf Trot, Breeders Crown
Manchego
12-12-0-0
$873,948
Major Wins: Jim Doherty, Breeders Crown
Anyone can plainly see that Manchego has
the best record, Ariana G the highest earnings and you can certainly make the case
that Hannelore Hanover’s biggest wins being
against male competition gives her the edge in
that category.
So, do we have a three-way tie for the top
spot?
Not surprisingly, if you ask the trainers
or owners of any of the three horses, they all
feel a claim to the sport’s top honor. Though
Jimmy Takter, who conditions both Ariana G

and Manchego, has gone on record as leaning
to the former, which says a little something in
my mind.
Perhaps the best person to ask is driver
Yannick Gingras, who steers each of the three
contenders on a weekly basis. Not surprisingly, he took the politically correct route.
“Going in there was definitely some pressure because I knew I was driving all three,
but I just wanted to get the job done and let the
voters do their job,” said Gingras.
When asked, Mark Weaver, co-owner of
Hannelore Hanover, made her case:
“I’m a big fan of horses, especially like
Hannelore, that do it against different age
groups,” said Weaver. “We had this situation
three or four years ago with Sweet Lou. He
had this unbelievable run that still hasn’t been
seen. He won 10 in a row, six of them in 1:48, and
he still lost horse of the year to JK She’salady.
“Ariana G I could see making a case for her,
but I don’t know how tough the 3-year-old filly
trotters are whereas Hannelore has taken on
the girls and the boys as well as 4-year-olds,
5-year-olds, 6-year-olds, so that should be
given a bit more credit. Though obviously I’m
a bit biased.”
Ariana G’s co-owner Marvin Katz had the
following to say:
“She has earned almost $1.2 million while
setting several new stakes, track and National
race records,” said Katz. “Perhaps more
impressive in my mind is that she has consistently overpowered her own division as well
as racing against and defeating most of the
top 3-year-old trotting colts during this past
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Will it be Ariana G, Hannelore Hanover or Manchego on top?
CONTINUED from page 1

year. As we all know, it is extremely rare
for a 3-year-old trotting filly to successfully
compete against the colts while still maintaining complete dominance in her own division. Finally, her vicious performance in the
Breeders Crown while overcoming a bad post
position and tough parked three-wide trip
over a sloppy racing surface, put an exclamation mark on what can only be viewed
as a dazzling and championship-worthy
campaign.”
Admittedly it is premature to crown any
horses. While Ariana G and Manchego are
done for the year, Hannelore Hanover still has
an opportunity to improve her standing in the
TVG Mare Trot Final at The Meadowlands
on Saturday November 25. While it would
be great to see her race in the Open division
versus the boys, the rules do not permit her to
get a ticket for that dance. Would a win in the
TVG push her over the top?
From a personal standpoint, I’ll disclose
that my vote in the weekly Hambletonian
Society/Breeders Crown poll ranked the trio
in the following order: Ariana G, Hannelore
Hanover, Manchego. My logic is that Ariana
G has at least as many wins, has earned more,
had legitimate excuses for her three losses
(third from post 8 vs. the boys at Pocono; two
sloppy track seconds) and never finished off
the board.
Does that mean that Ariana G will be my
selection for Horse of the Year? Absolutely
NOT. The door is still ajar for Hannelore
Hanover to claim my vote.
Regardless of the outcome when the
voting is completed in December, we all win
because as of this moment each of the three is
expected to be racing in 2018.

Divisional Races
2-year-old filly trotters – Manchego in a
landslide.
2-yead-old filly pacers – Youaremycandygirl has to be the leader right now after her
Breeders Crown win, but Rainbow Room is
close enough that she could threaten with a
good showing in November stakes. Both are
eligible to the Matron at Dover Downs.
2-year-old colt trotters – Fiftydallarbill
moved to the top of the earnings leaderboard
in this class with his Crown win. He’s the fave
now, but some may discount him with only
one Grand Circuit win. He may need one more
to lock it up and he’s not eligible to the Matron
or Valley Victory at The Meadowlands.
2-year-old colt pacers – Stay Hungry
moves to the head of the class with his Crown
score, but Lost In Time is far from eliminated
in this race. Both are Governor’s Cup eligible
at The Meadowlands. Stay Hungry is also in
the Matron. And what about Shnitzledosomethin? He missed a neck in the Crown but has
no more stakes on his card.
3-year-old filly trotters – You remember
Ariana G, right? Winner!
3-year-old filly pacers – Caviart Ally leads

Nigel Soult (above) / Derick Giwner (below)

Ariana G (above) currently ranks first by a 321 to 306 margin over Hannelore Hanover
(below) in the Hambletonian Society/Breeders Crown experts poll.

Who will win Horse of the Year?
(Two separate votes via Twitter--Check represents writer’s vote)

in earnings, Agent Q is second and Breeders
Crown winner Blazin Britches a close third.
Agent Q is racing Saturday in the $125,000
USS Indianapolis at Hoosier Park while
Agent Q & Caviart Ally are both eligible to the
Matron. Blazin Britches could supplement to
the Matron for $25,000. Who do you like?
3-year-old colt trotters – We could argue
all night about whether the Hambletonian was stolen from him, but you can’t take
away this honor from What The Hill. There
is virtually nothing that could change my
mind here. Though, if Perfect Spirit accepted
an invitation to the TVG Open Trot and beat
older horses he becomes more interesting.
Rumor has it What The Hill will receive
that invitation and at least one person in his
ownership group seemed interested. Both are
also eligible for the $235,000 Carl Erskine on
Saturday at Hoosier and Matron. Only What
The Hill entered the Erskine.
3-year-old colt pacers – It’s a two-horse
race between Brian Brown trainees Fear The
Dragon and Downbytheseaside. ‘Dragon’
has a slightly better record but only leads in
earnings by about $61k. The problem is he
may not race again this year. ‘Seaside’ still

has the $245,000 Monument Circle on Saturday where he faces Breeders Crown champ
Beckham’s Z Tam and possibly the Progress
Pace in late November.
Older Mare Trotters – We’ve covered this
one – Hannelore Hanover.
Older Mare Pacers – It’s anyone’s ballgame in this division. We live in a “what have
you done for me lately” world, so Pure Country has the edge after winning the Breeders
Crown, but Nike Franco N, Lady Shadow and
Blue Moon Stride could be in the conversation.
Older Male Trotters – Marion Marauder
has made the most money but Crazy Wow
has been the most consistent. Resolve was
the best early but has faded big-time lately.
I wouldn’t even count out Twister Bi off his
spectacular Yonkers International win.
Older Male Pacers – Will the divisional
leader please stand up? We’ve been watching
this group go at it all year and none of these
has really grabbed the ball and run with
it. The remaining stakes in November will
decide it between Keystone Velocity, All Bets
Off, Mach It So, Rockin Ron, Sintra, Bit Of A
Legend N, Somewhere In L A, and Mcwicked.

‘Little guy’ winning a pair of Breeders Crown races is BIG
AT THE TRACK
By Darin Zoccali
@AtTheTrack7
The Breeders Crown this past weekend
included quite a bit of diversity pertaining to
the connections of the Champions that were
crowned. As expected, the “marquis” names
in the industry won their fill of events. In fact,
half the races were won by Ron Burke and
Jimmy Takter. Given the quality and quantity of their stable, this comes as no surprise.
Four of those six combined wins came with
Yannick Gingras in the sulky.
While it’s fun to see the stars of the sport
continuously put forth amazing performances, it can be quite intimidating for
smaller or prospective owners. I am not presently an owner (I was at one time), because
I simply don’t think I can compete against
the biggest stables and I cannot afford them
either.
That being said, it was good to see someone who isn’t necessarily a “household
name” have success at the Breeders Crown.
Fiftydallarbill pulled off a 7-1 upset in the
2-year-old trot on Saturday night for trainer
William Crone, with the likes of Julie Miller,
Jimmy Takter, Tony Alagna and Jim Campbell trainees finishing behind the Crone
trainee. Beckham’s Z Tam also scored a
popular victory for the Hoosier state for
the Macomber family, who is by no-means
a “small” stable, but it is significant to note
their ability to have success against the
biggest stables in the country. Much like the
freshman colt trot, Beckham’s Z Tam’s win in
the 3-year-old pace for the Macombers came
with Brian Brown, Ron Burke, Jim Campbell, Erv Miller and Jimmy Takter trainees
all finishing behind the winner.
By no means am I saying that because
William Crone and Jamie Macomber won
Breeders Crown races am I suddenly more
likely to become involved in standardbred
ownership again, but this is something the
sport needs more of and if more of this occurs,
I may be more inclined to take another
swing at ownership. Complete domination
by a select few or a sole team/individual is
never received well outside of those who
directly support that team or individual in
any sport. The most hated team in baseball
is the New York Yankees because they have
the most money and win often. The most
hated team in football is the New England
Patriots because they always win. Nobody
likes Sidney Crosby or the Penguins who
aren’t Penguin fans and even Lebron James
and Stephen Curry are seeing more and more
dislike from the NBA fans. People don’t like it
when big-names dominate and the same can
be said for racing. In thoroughbred racing,
many people cannot stand when Bob Baffert,
Chad Brown or Todd Pletcher win big races.
Just like the rest of sports, horse racing fans

like the underdog.
The decrease in horse population is not
helping matters as the market for “elite”
horses becomes more and more competitive
amongst the harness racing elite. Furthermore, because there are fewer horses in
general, the biggest owners and trainers in
the sport are spending more for horses below
the “top level” at yearling sales as demand
surpasses supply, which further diminishes
the appeal of ownership to a smaller stable/
owner.
I don’t need to win a Breeders Crown race
to consider owning a standardbred a success,
but the Breeders Crown is a microcosm of
the industry as a whole. The big name trainers dominate on nearly every level and you
cannot make money in this industry over the
long term by owning cheaper horses. I hope
to see more names like Crone and Macomber
in the winner’s circle in some of the sports’

premier events, because if they can win at
that level, maybe someone like me actually
has a chance.
While Mike Gulotta cannot be categorized as a “small-stable” by any stretch of
the imagination, it was great to see him win
a Breeders Crown race. It has been a tough
few months for Gulotta that began with the
controversial disqualification of What The
Hill in the Hambletonian. That was followed
by many of his Trixton yearlings (23 of those
offered) slotted on nights three and four of
the Lexington sale, resulting in an average
selling price of just above $50,000. Gulotta
is one of the most forward-thinking, risktaking minds in the industry and his success
is of great significance pertaining to the
overall health of the industry. The win by
What The Hill, which I can only presume will
result in a year-end championship as the top
3-year-old colt trotter, was a welcomed sight.

11/6-11/8 Harrisburg Select Highlights
Featuring Yearlings from Families of Millionaires
New York Pacers

New York Trotters (cont.)

Ontario Pacers (cont.)

#611, ROCK AMERICA+, C

#720, YOGA QUEEN+, F

#550, AWAKEN THE SHADOW+, C

AMERICAN IDEAL

MUSCLES YANKEE

SHADOW PLAY

American Ideal-Who Moved The Rock-Life Sign

Muscles Yankee-Marie E Hanover-Sierra Kosmos

Shadow Play-Awaken The Passion-Cole Muffler

Family of Jaguar Spur,
p, T1:49.2 ($1,806,473)

Dam is 1/2-sister to Like A Prayer,
3, 1:52.2 ($1,118,504)

Dam is full-sister to Loyal Opposition,
p, 1:48.4 ($2,680,917)

#751, EXHIBITION+, F

Ohio Pacers

SPORTSWRITER

American Ideal-My Little Art-Artsplace

DRAGON AGAIN

Dam is 1/2-sister to My Little Dragon, #629, BEAUTIFUL LIZ+, F
p, 1:48.1 ($2,323,854)
Dragon Again-Enchanted Beauty-Western Ideal
Dam is 1/2-sister to Worldly Beauty,
ART MAJOR
p, 1:49.3 ($1,900,255)
#113, ARTIST VISION+, F
Art Major-Observe Me-Cambest

Full-sister to Handsoffmycookie,
p, 1:51.3f ($1,408,440)

#157, SWIFT ALLISON+, F
Art Major-Swift N Shout-Rocknroll Hanover

2nd dam is Cam Swifty,
3, 1:50 ($1,014,357)

#679, IRISH FOREVER+, C
Dragon Again-Irish Day-Artiscape

First Foal. Family of Village Jiffy,
p, 1:50 ($1,527,683)

Ontario Pacers

#563, BOOGIE ROLL+, F

Sportswriter-Rocknroll Wishes-Rocknroll Hanover

Dam is 1/2-sister to Bettor’s Delight,
p, 3, 1:49.4 ($2,581,461)

Ontario Trotters
ARCHANGEL

#333, WINGS OF SPEED+, C
Archangel-Independent Dame-Royal Strength

Family of Mister Herbie,
1:50.4s ($1,857,668)

BETTERTHANCHEDDAR

GLIDEMASTER

Betterthancheddar-Free Admission-Powerful Toy

Glidemaster-Great Quantity-CR Commando

#647, FREE EXCHANGE+, F

ROLL WITH JOE

#454, WRITER ROCKS+, C

Family of Schoolkids,
Roll With Joe-Boogie Woogie Flu-Armbro Mackintosh p, 1:49.3f ($1,053,826)
Dam is 1/2-sister to Mini Me,
#779, DIPLOMA+, F
p, 1:49 ($1,143,586)
Betterthancheddar-PH Diagnosis-American Ideal

#540, GREAT QUALITY+, F
Dam is 1/2-sister to
Sj’s Caviar, 3, 1:53.4 ($1,288,466)

Pennsylvania Pacer
WELL SAID

#300, SMART TALKER+, C

New York Trotters

Family of Artiscape,
p, 3, 1:49.3z ($1,469,461)

#310, GEORGIA RAIN+, F

BETTOR’S DELIGHT

Dam is full-sister to Bettor’s Delight,
p, 3, 1:49.4 ($2,581,461)

Bettor’s Delight-Michelle’s Destiny-Artsplace

Pennsylvania Trotters

CONWAY HALL

Conway Hall-Georgia Baby-Mutineer

First foal. Dam is 1/2-sister to
Sj’s Caviar, 3, 1:53.4 ($1,288,466)

#388, FUTURE BET+, C

Dam is 1/2-sister to
+
#762, TRAVELING JANET , F Cam’s Card Shark,
p, 3, 1:50 ($2,498,204)
Conway Hall-Ninety Five Janet-Muscles Yankee
Family of CR Kay Suzie,
#729, DELIGHTFUL TRYSTA+, F
1:52.3 ($1,611,131)
Bettor’s Delight-Michelle’s Prayer-Red River Hanover
Dam is 1/2-sister to Michael’s Power,
CHAPTER SEVEN
p, 3, 1:48.1s ($1,908,216)
+

#395, SWEET CHAPTER , F
Chapter Seven-Mom’s Sweetie Pie-Donerail

Family of Like A Prayer,
3, 1:52.2 ($1,118,504)

MACH THREE

Well Said-Wishfora Fullhouse-Cam’s Card Shark

DONATO HANOVER

#63, FIT FOR DUTY+, C
Donato Hanover-Fitness Girl-Muscles Yankee

Family of Like A Prayer,
3, 1:52.2 ($1,118,504)

MUSCLE MASSIVE

#856, TEAM JACK+, C
Muscle Massive-Sugarcane Yankee-Windsong’s Legacy

#196, YACHTSMAN, C

Dam is 1/2-sister to Strong Yankee,

CREDIT WINNER

First Foal. Family of Mini Me,
p, 1:49 ($1,143,586)

YANKEE GLIDE

Credit Winner-Angelita Hanover-Donato Hanover

#650, HI TECH GADGET+, C

Yankee Glide-CR Sister Suzie-Royal Troubador

Mach Three-Boogie Woogie Land-Badlands Hanover 3, 1:50.3 ($1,434,351)

#210, LISTEN TO THE LADY*, F
Family of Archangel,
1:50 ($1,140,946)

Mach Three-Gadgets To Go-Cam’s Card Shark

Dam is 1/2-sister to Art Maker,
p, 1:49.1 ($1,036,217)

#600, SAM’S GLIDE+, C
Dam is full-sister to CR Kay Suzie,
1:52.3 ($1,611,131)

+
Stored Stem Cells Available / *Agent Horse
All records & earnings are as of 10/31/17

Born to Compete...Raised to Win!
®

Garrett Bell, General Manager / James Ladwig, Yearling Manager
155 Yearling Row, Chesapeake City, MD 21915 / (410) 885.3059 / james.ladwig@winbakfarm.com
Visit www.winbakfarm.com for yearling videos. / /

Indiana stallions have emerged as National commodities
JAYWALKING
By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay
It’s hard to measure success.
Consider last weekend’s Breeders Crown
races at Hoosier Park and what stands out
to me primarily is the fact that three horses
bred in Indiana were victorious on Saturday
night.
The victories say much about the business.
First it says that Indiana furthered its
stature on the pacing front, where Beckham’s Z Tam gave another major credit to his
sire Always A Virgin, a stallion that more
than stamped himself for all time with the
1:46 fastest-of-all-time Always B Miki to his
credit. Yet more notably on the trotting side
of the spectrum, hometown choice Fiftydallarbill defied all previous logic not just beating theoretically better bred horses from
sires like Muscle Hill and Cantab Hall, but
doing so while making his 17th start in his
first year at the races.

Asked
& Answered
By Ryan Macedonio
@Trotcast

Expanding the
Breeders Crown concept
The 2017 Breeders Crown has come and
gone. Overall I feel it was a huge success
for Hoosier Park and Harness Racing in
general. I know that Hoosier Park can’t
wait to host it again and improve off of
their product. Sometimes you can’t foresee
everything, so you have to go through it
one time and then make a checklist of what
can be done better, what needs to be cut
and what needs to reinvented. I’ll continue
to work with Hoosier Park, but let’s move
forward to next year and The Downs at
Mohegan Sun Pocono. We have a full year
to make the 2018 Breeders Crown bigger
and better! So here’s my checklist of ideas.

Breeders Crown Village
We need to keep the horsemen at the
track all week between the eliminations
and finals. The universal excuse is going
to be that they have stables to run back
home. Well, what if we had extra events
unique to each day of the week that can

That Hannelore Hanover beat the boys in
the Open Trot may not have been a major
surprise, but when a 2-year-old trotter by
Swan For All beats the most royally bred
horses in North America, it is more than
newsworthy.
On a broader scale, the presence of the
Breeders Crown in Indiana for the first time
gave many horses that more than likely
wouldn’t have even been made eligible to the
race had it been contested elsewhere, a shot
to race against the best, and in many cases
hold up well or actually win. Since Fiftydallarbill is not a Hambletonian eligible, it’s safe
to say his connections made him eligible to
races within Indiana and have maximized
his earning potential while limiting the
added expense of travel.
That’s one of the great benefits of regional
programs, especially in Indiana where the
opportunity is tremendous for horses with
talent.
Of course, with the program as strong as it
is, will future Indiana-bred horses continue
to nominate to the Breeders Crown when the
races are contested at The Downs at Mohegan Sun Pocono in 2018 or when the stakes
likely move to Mohawk in 2019?
The short answer is likely to be yes, as the

results of this year’s races should indicate.
Indiana has more than arrived on a national
scale and it did so this year without its favorite sons Always B Miki, Wiggle It Jiggleit or
Freaky Feet Pete having any impact whatsoever.
I think of even greater importance is that
the success Indiana-breds had bodes well for
an industry that in the past had been dominated by a very small group of stallions.
Indiana’s stallions have shown the capacity
to produce the best the sport has to offer and
that’s only likely to improve in the years to
come.
Of greater magnitude is the fact that
owners can look to a broader range of stallions and still have chances to compete at
the highest level. That’s what we expect to
see at Harrisburg next week as bidders are
likely to be more accepting of lesser-known
stallions.
Anytime smaller stables and owners with
limited budgets succeed, it is to the benefit of
the entire industry as it encourages investment in the breeding business as well as the
yearling market.
Here’s hoping for continued growth in Indiana and a hopeful return to Anderson, Indiana for the Breeders Crown in a few years.

attract different types of horses. Instead
of just bringing your Breeders Crown
horses, you’ll bring a fleet to Pocono, stay
and race for the entire week.

Takter vs. Erv Miller vs. Julie Miller in a
race. These guys and gals can all drive and
are super competitive. I think it would give
them a chance to actually have a little fun!

Breeders Crown Speed Pace and Trot

Reward all horses

No gate, 1 horse each. You start in the
final turn and your goal is to hit instant
top speed. No time, no finish, Straight
SPEED! We’ll have a GPS to measure the
speed over the course of the stretch. You
can have 10 or 15 horses in the backstretch
waiting and ready to rock, and every 45
seconds you’d have another horse sprinting in the stretch, which would be an exciting live product! In this format, you can
have horses run three or four heats without any worry over the course of the night.
They can be executed very quickly and
would be exciting for fans, drivers, trainers and owners waiting for that flash of the
top speed. We can work out details later.

Why not add more Breeders Crowns?
Have a Claiming Breeders Crown to
give back to the horses that race week-in
and week-out, the backbone of Harness
Racing! Maybe we could have races for 5k,
10k, 15 and 20k claimers. Those classes are
at almost every track. If you raced in that
class in the last 90 days, you’re eligible!
Throw in another four Crowns for Senior
Horses, maybe 10+ years old.
I’d also like to see some rewards for
horses which hit the 1/4 pole first. You
can get sponsors for it also and call it in
each race. The “Coca Cola QuarterShot”
sounds like a good name with the horse
reaching that call first picking up $1,000.
Adding more Crowns and events doesn’t
dilute any of the Main Events, instead you
keep eyes on your product all week and
you keep everyone at the track each night.
We have to keep expanding our product
and forcing everyone to realize that if we
don’t make a big deal of our feature events,
the public won’t take us seriously. The first
response to a new idea should never be,
”that’ll never work”. Instead it should be,
“let’s start asking questions and filling in
the blanks to make this work“. What have
we got to lose?
I’m here to help and push forward . . .
your move Pocono!!

Showcase different driver categories
Amateurs – There is typically great
handle in these races and we want to
grow the movement! Seniors and Legends
- Nostalgia will always work and be an
attraction. Juniors - Under 21, promote
and give your youth the spotlight! Show
them what the big time is like. Local drivers – Those competing at their home track
deserve some attention. Trainer tournament - Wouldn’t you like to see a throwback to the days when trainers drove their
horses. I’d love to see Ron Burke vs. Jimmy

Evaluating the new Pick 10 Survivor wager at The Meadowlands
EDITOR’S EYE
By Derick Giwner
@DRFHarness
Something new is coming to Harness
Racing this weekend. The Meadowlands is
launching an innovative wager called the
Pick 10 Survivor. Is this daily Jackpot-type
wager for you?
The bet at first glance requires handicappers to select the winner of each of the first
10 races to claim a share of the total pool
(amount wager minus 15% takeout). The key
twist here is that you don’t necessarily need
to pick 10 winners to take home the jackpot.
You simply need to “survive” by selecting the
winner from race to race until you are the
last person standing with a live ticket. It is a
similar to handicapping contests offered by
some companies, though in those instances
the investment is fixed for all.
In theory a player could use all of the horses
in leg one and if no other handicappers took
that stance, and the longest-priced horse in
the race won, you could take down the entire
pool, which will be guaranteed at $10,000 on
opening night (November 4). Of course it is
unlikely that you’ll win in the first leg, but
technically it is possible.
If multiple players remain “alive” after all
10 races, the pool is split among the remaining players.
The real question is whether the Pick 10
Survivor makes sense for all bettors. There
are definite plusses and minuses for those
looking to dip their feet in the water. Let’s
look at a couple for each:
Positives
Chance to make a big score – Each night
players will have the opportunity to hit it big.
On opening night there is the possibility that
one player could walk away $8,500 richer if

the pool never even reaches $10,000.
Handicappers have an edge – While it
is obviously difficult for anyone to pick 10
winners on a card, those with sharper handicapping skills and a decent bankroll should
have an edge due to the number of races in
the wager.
Negatives
Fish get swallowed up – Smaller bettors
are at a distinct disadvantage against high
rollers who can cover many more combinations. In pick 3/4/5 wagers, smaller players
can keep pace with larger ones because there
are fewer combinations. In the Pick 10 this is
not possible.
Less churn available – Since the wager
essentially is designed to reward one bettor
per night (though it could be more), nearly
everyone who places their money in the pool

will come out a loser, thus leaving them
with less money to play the remainder of the
races.
The big question is whether tracks have a
public or financial responsibility to protect
players from themselves. Basically, should
a track only offer lower difficulty wagers so
poorly funded or bad handicappers can win
more often and continue to churn money
through the windows for a longer period of
time?
I’m of the opinion that people deserve
the right to spend their money however
they please. Why should we have the right
to tell someone that they shouldn’t play
Mega Millions even though they have a
better chance of being hit by lightning than

winning the jackpot? It’s actually quite interesting that you have a 1 in 700,000 chance of
a lightning strike but only a 1 in 258 million
chance of winning a Mega Millions jackpot
according to Wikipedia.
Anyway, back to the Pick 10 Survivor,
which is a .20 wager and happens to include
four Kindergarten Finals for 2-year-olds this
Saturday at The Meadowlands. How should
we attack this wager? Do we go deep in the
early legs in the hope that others will get
eliminated? Do we play a steady stream of 1-3
horses in each leg?
Speaking from the standpoint of someone who may play a ticket in the $50 to $100
range at most, I see the best strategy as one
in which you take a stand early in the wager
and spread as you reach the middle to end of
the ticket. In addition, I would limit my exposure to this bet to when I had a strong opinion
on at least the early races. Finally, if I’m not
able to identify at least three horses I want to
single, the bet is a no-play.
A theoretical sample ticket for me would be
something like: X / X / X,X / X / X,X / X / X,X
/ X,X,X / X,X,X / X,X,X,X,X = $72.
Admittedly this is not a wager I’ll contribute to on a daily basis. That said, when one of
those cards where three to five heavy favorites which look like locks are involved in the
10 races, I could see myself rolling the dice.
I want to be involved only in the instances
where I feel confident that my funds are
large enough to provide me with a reasonable
chance of winning.
Whether the Pick 10 Survivor, a wager I
first recall creator Eric Cherry mentioning to
me a couple of years back, proves successful
remains to be seen. If it grabs the attention
of a vast majority of players, maybe it can
gain enough traction to be a mainstay at The
Meadowlands. At least track management is
trying something new and taking a gamble
by guaranteeing the wager. It sure beats the
norm of repeating the same losing formula
which tends to plague the sport at times.

Burke with plenty of firepower at Hoosier
SPOTLIGHT ON

By Jay Bergman
Hoosier Park was very good to the Ron
Burke stable last weekend when the sport’s
top trainer scored major victories in onequarter of the dozen Breeders Crown events.
On Saturday Burke will send out What The
Hill, one of those champions, in the $235,000
Carl Erskine at Hoosier.
What The Hill perhaps has already sealed
the division title with the Crown victory that
already accompanies an impressive dossier
that includes the Canadian Trotting Classic, but Saturday’s contest is a likely stepping
stone to something even bigger.
“We’re leaning towards going into the
TVG,” Burke said in regard to the invitation
that has been given the sophomore to race the
best older performers in North America.
“He’s just been super,” said Burke of What
The Hill. “He loves this track and the rail is
certainly a good spot for him.”
What The Hill will take on nine rivals in
the Erskine with regular pilot David Miller
again at the controls. The cast of characters
is quite similar to the Breeders Crown, a race
that What The Hill captured by over three
lengths. A son of Muscle Hill, What The Hill
became a millionaire with last week’s victory
and should add to that total on Saturday.
Of his rivals in the Erskine, Devious Man
remains the richest 3-year-old trotter in
North America for trainer Julie Miller. The
son of Credit Winner failed to qualify for the
Breeders Crown and is looking to bounce
back from post seven.
Trainer Frank Antonacci has been getting
close with his sophomores but is still in
search of a major victory from his pair of
Lindy The Great (post 6) and International
Moni (post 9).
Burke has a three-pronged attack in the
$245,000 Monument Circle for sophomore
pacers, with Jug winner Filibuster Hanover
likely to get considerable play.
“It was tough what happened to him in the
Breeders Crown elimination. He followed
Fear The Dragon and unfortunately that took
him out of the race. Last week he was very
sharp,” Burke said of Filibuster Hanover,
who drew post ten in the second tier.
“I don’t think the second tier will be a problem for him since he’s starting right behind
Funknwaffles,” Burke said.
Joining Filibuster Hanover will be Eddard
Hanover (post 6) and Miso Fast (post 7). Miso
Fast comes back after a third-place finish in
the Breeders Crown. “I was thrilled with his
race in the Crown,” said Burke.
Despite having three in the Monument
Circle, Burke’s contingent will have to
contend with both Breeders Crown winner
Beckham’s Z Tam (post 8) and runner-up
and $1.2 million winner in 2017, Downbytheseaside (post 2).
Burke was hopeful that his sophomore
pacing filly Pittstop Danika could make the
step up in the $125,000 USS Indianapolis
Memorial, race eight on the Hoosier program.
“She had the fastest last quarter of any
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By Derick Giwner
Race 7 - $140,000 Crossroads

Nikki Sherman

What The Hill is racing in the Carl
Erskine one week after capturing the
Breeders Crown.

horse that raced that night,” Burke said in
regard to Pittstop Danika’s performance in
an undercard stakes event over last Friday’s
rain-soaked surface.
“She’s been getting better over the last
month, but we’ll see, this is a tougher group
than she’s been facing,” Burke said.
Indeed, despite landing post three for
driver Matt Kakaley, Pittstop Danika is
surrounded by multiple stakes winners.
Tequila Monday (post 2) has been mired
by tough luck draws, but the Chris Oakestrained filly could regain form this week
with Brett Miller in the bike. First or second
in 14 of 21 seasonal starts, Tequila Monday
may be looking to make a statement in a still
wide-open division.
Agent Q is another filly that was dominant
in the early season but has faltered some
lately. She’ll look to bounce back from post
four with David Miller in the bike.
Garnsey Memorial winner Idyllic Beach
(post 7) has maintained her form and toughness but again finds herself compromised
by the draw. Mark MacDonald guides the
daughter of Somebeachsomewhere for
trainer Jimmy Takter.
Sianna Hanover goes in the $140,000 Crossroads Of America for sophomore filly trotters
and Burke hopes the filly can pick up some of
the pieces. “She’s been a disappointment this
year,” said Burke. “She was ok finishing last
week.”
That may not be enough against sophomore
fillies that won’t have to chase down Ariana
G this week. Ice Attraction, runner-up in the
Breeders Crown and one of a few fillies that
have defeated Ariana G this year (Kentucky
Futurity Filly final), landed post nine and
gets Trace Tetrick for trainer Ake Svanstedt.
A dozen races are carded at Hoosier Park
on Saturday with first post 6:30 p.m.

(7) OVERDRAFT VOLO was used hard
early and backed up fast in the stretch
to end a disappointing Breeders Crown
performance. Daughter of Yankee Glide
is fairly consistent and I’m treating that
race as an anomaly. (9) ICE ATTRACTION would likely be a heavy favorite
from a favorable post. She has her work
cut out for her but remains very capable.
(3) THAT’S ALL MONI if you can forgive
the break last week and the lackluster
second heat in the Kentucky Futurity,
she looks very playable in this spot.

Race 8 - $125,000 USS Indianapolis
(7) IDYLLIC BEACH has grinded out
over $430K in earnings this year to reach
millionaire status. She isn’t the dominant
force that she was as a freshman, but her
recent form has been solid and none of
these jump off the page. (2) TEQUILA
MONDAY has some excuse lines recently
and this looks like the perfect spot for her;
very dangerous. I was able to forgive the
flat effort by (4) AGENT Q in the Breeders Crown elimination but I can’t do the
same with her fourth in the Final; maybe.

Race 9 - $235,000 Carl Erskine
I really want to pick against (1) WHAT
THE HILL in this spot but can’t seem to
find the horse I feel confident will beat
him. This is an important race for the Ron
Burke trainee to lock up divisional honors
and you can’t argue with his recent form.
(3) BILL’S MAN looked great beating up
on lesser in the Pegasus a week ago. I’ve
simply lost too many times with him to
have any confidence. (6) LINDY THE
GREAT has earned my respect in recent
weeks. I wouldn’t be shocked if he won.

Race 10 - $245,000 Monument Circle
(2) DOWNBYTHESEASIDE may have
lost the Breeders Crown last Saturday,
but I was of the opinion that he simply
went too slowly on the engine and gave the
field (and more so Beckham’s Z Tam) the
opportunity to stay close enough to catch
him. He’s my best bet in the four stakes.
(10) FILIBUSTER HANOVER rebounded
nicely with a sharp 1:50 score going
more than a second faster than Breeders Crown winner Beckham’s Z Tam on
the same night; clear threat on best. The
latter is having a dream season for Team
Macomber and should get a piece here, but
I’ll be playing against him in the top spot.

Weekend Stakes Spotlight
meadowlands (7:10 P.M.)
$198,000 Kindergarten Final - 2yoFT (Races 5)
Featuring: Basquiat
$214,900 Kindergarten Final - 2yoCT (Race 7)
Featuring: Farsetti Hanover, Tito
$140,550 Kindergarten Final - 2yoFP (Race 8)
Featuring: Kissin In The Sand
$150,000 Kindergarten Final - 2yoCP (Race 10)
Featuring: Grand Teton, Points North

Sunday, November 5
Derick Giwner & Matt Rose discuss the Grand Circuit
action on Saturday at Hoosier Park.

Saturday, November 4
Hoosier (6:30 p.m.)

rosecroft (6:40 P.M.)
$100,000 Potomac Pace - Invite (Race 8)
Featuring: Keystone Velocity, All Bets Off, Bit Of A Legend N,
Split The House

Looking Ahead

$140,000 Crossroads of America - 3yoFT (Race 7)
Featuring: Ice Attraction

Dover (11/9) - Matron (4 divisions for 2-year-olds)

$125,000 USS Indianapolis - 3yoFP (Race 8)
Featuring: Agent Q, Idyllic Beach, Bettor’s Up

Meadowlands (11/25) - TVG Finals (4 divisions - older)

$235,000 Carl Erskine - 3yoT (Race 9)
Featuring: What The Hill, Devious Man

Dover (11/30) - Progress Pace

$245,000 Monument Circle - 3yoCP (Race 10)
Featuring: Downbytheseaside, Beckham’s Z Tam

Dover (11/16) - Matron (4 divisions for 3-year-olds)
Meadowlands (11/25) - Fall Final Four

(All post times are E.D.T.)

